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ABSTRACT
Normal faults are commonly segmented along strike, with segments that localize strain
and influence propagation of slip during earthquakes. Although geometry of segments can be
constrained by fault mapping, it is challenging to determine seismically relevant segments along
a fault zone. Because slip histories, geometries, and strength of linkages between normal fault
segments fundamentally control the propagation of rupture during earthquakes, and
differences in segment slip rates result in differential uplift of adjacent footwalls, we use along‐
strike changes in footwall morphology to detect fault segments and the relative strength of the
mechanical links between them.
We apply a new geomorphic analysis protocol to the Wassuk Range fault, Nevada,
within the actively deforming Walker Lane. The protocol examines characteristics of footwall
morphology, including range‐crest continuity, bedrock‐channel long profiles, catchment area
variability, and footwall relief, to detect changes in strike‐parallel footwall characteristics.
Results reveal six domains with significant differences in morphology that we use to identify
seismically‐relevant fault segments and segment boundaries. We integrate our results with
previous studies to determine relative strength of links between the six segments, informing
seismic hazard assessment. When combined with recent geodetic studies, our results have
implications for the future evolution of the Walker Lane, suggesting changes in the
accommodation of strain across the region. Our analysis demonstrates the power of this
method to efficiently detect along‐strike changes in footwall morphology related to fault
behavior, permitting future researchers to perform reconnaissance assessment of normal fault
segmentation worldwide.
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INTRODUCTION
In seismically‐active regions of extension worldwide, major normal faults are commonly
segmented along strike, with segments that display different fault slip and seismic histories (e.g.,
Schwartz and Coppersmith, 1984; dePolo et al., 1991; Stewart and Taylor, 1996; McLeod et al., 2000;
Benedetti et al., 2013; Rossi et al., 2017). The distinct segments that make up these faults are
commonly separated by geometric discontinuities along strike that localize strain, act as barriers to
fault‐rupture propagation, and affect the location of earthquake foci (e.g., Segall and Pollard, 1980;
Sibson, 1986; Ferrill et al., 1999; Zhang et al., 1999; Soliva and Benedicto, 2004; Manighetti et al., 2015).
Thus, the identification of normal fault segments and segment boundaries is critical to better
understand seismic hazard analysis in the context of fault system evolution (e.g., Swartz and
Coppersmith, 1984; Crone and Haller, 1991; Wesnousky, 2006; 2008; Manighetti et al., 2007; DuRoss et
al., 2016; Wong et al., 2016).
In our investigation of the 130‐km long Wassuk Range normal fault, western Nevada (Fig. 1), we
rely on the first‐order control that fault‐segment slip histories, geometries, and strengths of linkages
between segments place on topographic development of normal fault footwalls (e.g., Ellis et al., 1999;
Goldsworthy and Jackson, 2000; Densmore et al., 2004; 2009; Papanikolaou et al., 2013; Rossi et al.,
2017; He et al., 2018). Because slope and topographic relief are controlled by erosional denudation of
uplifted rock (e.g., Tucker and Bras, 1998; Snyder et al., 2000; Whipple and Tucker, 1999; Whipple, 2004;
Boulton and Whittaker, 2009; Boulton et al., 2014) and drainage networks respond to the growth and
interaction of fault segments, geomorphic patterns can be used to elucidate the spatial evolution of
active, segmented normal fault systems (e.g., Cowie et al., 2006; Boulton and Whittaker, 2009;
Papanikolaou et al., 2013).
The Wassuk Range fault zone (Fig. 1), within the actively deforming Walker Lane, is well studied
(e.g., Stockli et al., 2002; Krugh, 2008, Surpless, 2010; 2011; Gorynski et al., 2013; Surpless and Kroeger,
2014), so it provides the ideal location to test an integrated set of tools that provides spatial information
about fault‐system dynamics. We hypothesize that the method described here can identify along‐strike
changes in footwall character and that these changes can be related to fault segments and the strength
of mechanical links between them. We use established methods of bedrock‐channel and channel
steepness index analysis (e.g., Wobus et al., 2006) to investigate footwall morphology, supplementing
these methods with range‐crest continuity analysis, catchment area contrasts, and footwall relief
analysis to delineate strike‐parallel variations in slip rate, fault segmentation, and potential geometric
barriers to earthquake rupture.
Our results, when compared to and integrated with geologic studies of the Wassuk Range and
published gravity data (Saltus, 1988), provide a clear picture of how normal fault segments interact and
may impact the propagation of slip during earthquakes. We also predict how fault segment geometries
will accommodate future strain in the context of evolving transtensional Walker Lane dynamics. We
demonstrate that this integrated approach is a transferable model that may simplify the initial
assessment of seismic hazard along less‐well‐studied faults worldwide, providing data that permit more
targeted and efficient field‐ and lab‐based analyses of active fault systems.

BACKGROUND
Tectonic Setting
The Wassuk Range normal fault is within the Walker Lane – East California shear zone (ECSZ), a
complex region of transtension that accommodates approximately 20‐25% of dextral strain associated
with the North American‐Pacific plate boundary and classic Basin and Range extension (e.g., Stewart,
1988; Argus and Gordon, 1991; Bennett et al., 2003; Kreemer et al., 2009; Fig. 1). To the south of the
Wassuk Range, the Mina Deflection (MD) (Fig. 1) kinematically links strike‐slip deformation of the
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Figure 1. Regional tectonic seƫng of the Wassuk Range,
displaying digital shaded relief, major normal faults, strike-slip
faults, and crustal block rotaƟons. Sense of moƟon is indicated on all faults and posiƟons of block rotaƟons are indicated
with a black dot and circle. The region shown in Figure 2 is
boxed in white. The bold, black, dashed lines indicate the
boundaries of the Walker Lane as delineated by Stewart
(1988), and the white dashed line is the California-Nevada
state border. Inset displays the important physiographic
provinces on the western margin of North America. AbbreviaƟons: ECSZ - East California Shear Zone; FLVF - Fish Lake Valley
fault; GF - Genoa fault; LT - Lake Tahoe; MD - Mina deflecƟon;
ML - Mono Lake; SAF - San Andreas fault; SPLM - Silver
Peak-Lone Mountain extensional complex; SPR - Silver Peak
Range; WL - Walker Lake; WLDF - Walker Lane dextral fault
complex; WM - White Mountains; and WMF - White Mountains fault. Modified aŌer Stewart (1988); Dilles (1993);
Ichinose et al. (1998); Surpless (2008); Lee et al. (2009); HoeŌ
and Frankel (2010); Carlson et al. (2013); and Surpless and
Kroeger (2014).
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northern ECSZ (e.g., FLV fault in Fig. 1) to the dextral faults east of the Wassuk Range (WLDF in Fig. 1).
The Mina Deflection exhibits clockwise crustal block rotations, normal faults, localized basin formation,
and sinistral faults (e.g., Oldow et al., 2001; 2008; Hoeft and Frankel, 2010; Petronis et al., 2007; Busby
et al., 2018; DeLano et al., 2019), which in 2020 generated two earthquakes (M5.2 and M6.5) with
moment tensors consistent with sinistral displacements (e.g., USGS, 2020a; 2020b; Patton, 2020). The
sinistral strike slip fault near the southernmost extent of the Wassuk Range (Figs. 1 and 2)
accommodates a portion of this deformation. The position of the right stepover represented by Mina
Deflection deformation may be controlled by pre‐Paleogene crustal structure (e.g., Oldow et al., 1989;
2008; Burchfiel et al., 1992) and may also explain the partitioning of transtensional strain at ~39N.
At this latitude, extensional deformation is dominant from the Wassuk Range normal fault to
faults of the Lake Tahoe region (LT in Fig. 1; e.g., Surpless et al., 2002; Cashman et al., 2009), and most
dextral strain is focused along the Walker Lane dextral faults (WLDF) to the east of the Wassuk Range
fault (Fig. 1) (Oldow et al., 2001; 2008; Surpless, 2008). The NW‐strike of the WLDF is similar to the
Wassuk fault but is at an oblique angle to the dominant NNW strike of the Wassuk fault zone (Figs. 1 and
2).

Geology of the Wassuk Range
Pre‐Cenozoic basement rocks in the Wassuk Range consist of Triassic to Jurassic (?)
metavolcanic and metasedimentary rocks (Mm in Fig. 2) intruded by Jurassic and Cretaceous plutonic
rocks (e.g., Bingler, 1978; Surpless, 2010; 2011; Gorynski et al., 2013). These plutonic rocks (KJg in Fig. 2)
formed during Jurassic and Cretaceous Sierran arc magmatism and were part of the Sierra Nevada
batholith prior to Basin and Range extension (e.g., Bingler, 1978; Burchfield et al., 1992; Surpless et al.,
2002; Surpless, 2011). These plutonic units are predominantly quartz monzonite or similar in
composition and exhibit trace‐element signatures associated with subduction‐related plutonic rocks
(e.g., Surpless, 2010; 2011).
The Paleogene unconformity, which truncates Pre‐Cenozoic basement rocks, developed during
Late Cretaceous‐early Paleogene uplift and erosion and was likely caused by some combination of
crustal thickening during Sierran magmatism and contractional deformation associated with the Sevier
orogeny (e.g., Wernicke, 1992). This period of post‐Cretaceous uplift continued until the eruption of
Oligocene rhyolite ash‐flow tuffs, best exposed in the northern Wassuk Range (e.g., Bingler, 1978; Dilles,
1993; Surpless, 2011; Tt in Fig. 2). After another cessation of magmatism, from ca. 25 Ma until ~15 Ma,
the ~15 Ma Lincoln Flat andesite (Tlf in Fig. 2) erupted, immediately preceding the onset of rapid
extension and footwall exhumation in the Wassuk Range (e.g., Stockli et al., 2002; Surpless et al., 2002;
Surpless, 2011). This period of large‐magnitude, east‐west‐oriented extension was focused between
approximately 15 and 12 Ma and was accommodated by a series of east‐dipping normal faults, resulting
in westward tilting of fault blocks along the Wassuk Range, so that most preserved Miocene volcanic
rocks display westward dips on the west flank of the Wassuk Range (Fig. 2) (e.g., Stockli et al., 2002;
Surpless, 2010; 2011; Gorynski et al., 2013).
From ~12 Ma until ~ 4 Ma, footwall cooling and uplift related to extension occurred at a much
lower rate (Stockli et al., 2002), accommodated by faults that now dip west at moderate angles (25 –
40). The earliest Tertiary Wassuk Group (Twg in Fig. 2) sediments were deposited at the beginning of
this period, with sedimentation that continued until approximately 7 Ma (e.g., Gilbert and Reynolds,
1973; McIntyre, 1990; Surpless, 2011); these sediments are best‐preserved on the west flank of the
Wassuk Range (Fig. 2). Interestingly, most Wassuk Group deposition, focused between ~9 Ma and ~7
Ma (McIntyre, 1990), was likely coeval with dextral motion along the Penrod Canyon fault (PCF in Fig. 2)
and the Buck Brush Spring fault (BBSF in Fig. 2) (McIntyre, 1990; Surpless, 2011). These faults display no
evidence of dextral slip after ca. 7 Ma (McIntyre, 1990; Dilles, 1993). Importantly, Surpless (2011)
suggested a clockwise rotation in the minimum compressive stress direction from the Miocene to the
present. Palinspastic restoration of Miocene deformation at the latitude of Bald Mountain revealed an
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approximate E‐W to ENE‐WSW maximum extensional strain, but structural analysis of the range front
fault east of Bald Mountain suggests a recent to modern maximum extensional strain orientation of
approximately NW‐SE (stereonet data, Fig. 2).
The modern Wassuk Range fault
The active, high‐angle, east‐dipping Wassuk normal fault (Fig. 1) is dominated by right‐stepping,
en echelon segments (e.g., Demsey, 1987; Wesnousky, 2005) and has slipped at high rates since
approximately 4 Ma, with thermochronologic and geologic data suggesting between 2 and 3 km of
footwall exhumation since ~4 Ma (Stockli et al., 2002; Krugh, 2008; Gorynski et al., 2013). From ca. 4 Ma
to the present, the Wassuk Range normal fault has accommodated rates of slip up to 1.1 mm/yr
(Surpless and Kroeger, 2014 and references therein) and has one of the highest Holocene slip rates in the
Basin and Range Province (dePolo and Anderson, 2000; Wesnousky, 2005). The Wassuk fault displays
maximum footwall relief centered on Mt. Grant with decreasing relief along strike to the north and
south, approaching zero at the north and south ends of the fault (e.g., Stockli et al., 2002; Krugh, 2008;
Gorynski et al., 2013; Surpless and Kroeger, 2014).
Previous researchers have divided the footwall of the Wassuk fault into structural blocks with
different magnitudes of fault slip and horizontal axis rotation (Krugh, 2008; Gorynski et al., 2013); faults
at high angles (in map view) to the range front fault system (Fig. 2) may act as accommodation zones
that permit significantly different magnitudes of slip and horizontal axis rotations between adjacent
fault blocks (McIntyre, 1990; Dilles, 1993; Surpless, 2010; 2011; Gorynski et al., 2013). Both Krugh
(2008) and Gorynski et al. (2013) suggest that spatial and temporal variations in the accommodation of
strain along the Wassuk fault may relate to fault segmentation.
Demsey (1987) and Bormann et al. (2012) used trenching, soil development, and fault scarp
morphology to constrain Holocene activity along the Wassuk Range fault system. Demsey (1987)
suggests that two major earthquakes, with 2‐3 meters offset per event, affected different segments of
the fault system. A ca. 4500 yr B.P. earthquake ruptured ~30 km of the southern fault system and a ca.
2500 yr B.P. earthquake ruptured ~50 km of the range front, with rupture that extended to, but not to
the north of, the Penrod Canyon fault (PCF in Fig. 2). Based on trench‐based analysis of the Rose Creek
alluvial fan (Fig. 2), Bormann et al. (2012) established that at least three earthquakes have occurred
since ca. 9400 yr B.P., with the most recent event postdating ca. 2810 yr B.P. These events generated
~7.0 m vertical offset, suggesting a Holocene vertical displacement rate of 0.7  0.1 mm/yr slip rate
(Bormann et al., 2012). Surpless and Kroeger (2014) used a variety of methods to determine rates of slip
similar to those established by Bormann et al. (2012), with a vertical displacement of ~1.1 mm/yr for the
southern Wassuk Range, proximal to Mt. Grant, and a vertical slip rate of <0.8 mm/yr further to the
north (Fig. 2).
Fault segmentation
The fault growth process exerts a fundamental control on the along‐strike segmentation of fault
systems, which impacts stress distribution on fault planes and resulting earthquake dynamics (e.g., Field
et al., 2014; Wong et al., 2016; 2017). Fault segments along a normal fault zone may interact differently
with adjacent segments, with interactions that depend upon the strength of mechanical links between
them (Fig. 3). Young, immature fault systems display “soft” connections between segments (e.g., Walsh
and Watterson, 1991; Trudgill and Cartwright, 1994; Mansfield and Cartwright, 2001), resulting in a
discontinuous fault system (e.g., Manighetti et al., 2015) with relatively independent segments (Fig. 3A).
As a fault matures, its segments become mechanically linked, or “hard” linked, resulting in a more
continuous fault system with fewer segments (e.g., Walsh and Watterson, 1991; Trudgill and Cartwright,
1994; Manigehtti et al., 2007; 2009; 2015).
Identification of seismically‐relevant segments and the discontinuities between those segments
remains challenging. Although the zones between segments should display significant cumulative
displacement deficits early in fault system evolution (e.g., Ellis and Dunlap, 1988; Peacock, 1991; Soliva
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and Benedicto, 2004), displacement data with enough detail to identify individual segments is difficult to
obtain (e.g., DuRoss et al., 2016). This is especially true as a fault system matures; as a fault accumulates
more displacement, along‐strike variability decreases, making identification of segments based on those
data difficult (e.g., Wesnousky, 1988; Sagy et al., 2007; de Joussineau and Aydin, 2009; Manighetti et al.,
2015). Researchers have used mapped fault trace geometries (e.g., Wesnousky, 2006; 2008; Manighetti
et al., 2015 and references therein; Wong et al., 2016), but adjacent segments identified in this way may
behave as a single fault due to a mechanical connection between them (e.g., Willemse et al., 1996;
Ferrill et al., 1999). Alternatively, seismic‐hazard studies have used earthquake rupture initiation and
termination data from historic seismicity or paleoseismic studies to define segments (e.g., Wesnousky,
2006; 2008; DuRoss et al., 2016 and references therein; Wong et al., 2016; 2017), but these data are
rarely available with high enough density along the length of a fault zone to define meaningful fault
segment interactions.
Past studies of fault systems worldwide (e.g., Klinger et al., 2011; Hecker et al., 2013 and
references therein) suggest that the lateral extent of repeated ruptures along a fault segment in the
shallow crust are commonly similar over long time scales. This implies that fault zone segment
geometries control the length of many ruptures, with some segment boundaries acting as persistent
barriers to rupture propagation over many earthquake cycles (e.g., Aki, 1979; Elliott et al., 2015). In
addition, strongly segmented earthquake rupture patterns may be more pronounced and persistent on
normal faults relative to strike‐slip faults (e.g., Biasi and Weldon, 2009; Schwartz et al., 2012; Benedetti
et al., 2013; Scharer et al., 2014; Wong et al., 2016). In the absence of sufficient paleoseismic and
historical data, the topographic development of the Wassuk Range itself, the footwall of the fault
system, records along‐strike variability in fault slip that we can relate to the mechanical interaction of
segments along fault strike.
Recent studies have demonstrated that patterns in rock uplift are correlated with patterns of
topographic metrics for a given climate and lithology (e.g., Kirby and Whipple, 2001; Wobus et al., 2003;
2006; Densmore et al., 2004; Harkins et al., 2007; Cyr and Granger, 2008; Whittaker, 2012; Boulton et
al., 2014; Godard et al., 2014; Rossi et al., 2017). A mature normal fault footwall with mechanically‐
linked segments is expected to exhibit a relatively simple along‐strike pattern, with greatest uplift near
the central portion of the fault and a smooth decrease in uplift with increasing along‐strike distance
from that maximum (e.g., Cowie and Scholz, 1992; Dawers et al., 1993; Dawers and Anders, 1995).
However, if segments and their boundaries continue to play a fundamental role in rock uplift, with
differences in uplift for adjacent along‐strike segments, we would expect to see those differences
recorded by abrupt along‐strike changes in the geomorphic expression of fault‐related uplift.

APPROACH AND METHODS
Previous researchers have developed geomorphic analysis methods to detect regions of high
rock‐uplift rates related to faulting, consistent with the general understanding that bedrock‐channel
networks will adjust to vertical displacements in active, mountainous regions (e.g., Whipple, 2004;
Burbank and Anderson, 2012). Investigation of bedrock channel profiles permits analysis of the rates of
rock uplift, fault evolution, and seismic hazard in active orogens (e.g., Kirby et al., 2000; 2003; Wobus et
al., 2006; Wei et al., 2015).
In this study, we integrated geologic information with analysis of a digital elevation model
(DEM) of the Wassuk Range to qualitatively and quantitatively characterize the geomorphic expression
of the footwall of the east‐dipping fault in the context of fault system evolution. We extracted
longitudinal channel profiles based on a 1/3 arc‐s DEM with a ~10 m ground resolution (e.g., USGS,
2017) in combination with GIS software (ArcGIS 10.3.1), the Stream Profiler tool, and MATLAB codes as
outlined in Whipple et al. (2007). In our analysis, we also extracted map‐view catchment and drainage
divide data using standard ArcGIS tools.
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Longitudinal profiling analysis relies on simple models of river behavior (e.g., Whipple and
Tucker, 2002), which predict power law relationships between local channel slopes (S) and upstream
drainage area (A) in the form (Eq. 1):
S = ksA‐ (1)
where the steepness index (ks) and concavity index () can be derived from regression of slope and area
data derived from the DEM (e.g., Wobus et al., 2006; Boulton et al., 2014). This stream profiling analysis
relies on the fact that although concavity () varies among channels, it typically varies between 0.4 and
0.7 (e.g., Whipple, 2004; Burbank and Anderson, 2012). In order to compare different channels, we use
the normalized steepness index, ksn, which is calculated by using a reference concavity (ref) of 0.45 for
all channels analyzed, a value used in similar studies (e.g., Wobus et al., 2006; DiBiase et al., 2009; Miller
et al., 2012; Boulton et al., 2014). Importantly, differences in ksn values do not depend on the chosen
reference concavity value (e.g., Wobus et al., 2006).
We extracted all major channel profiles with outlets along the east‐dipping, range‐bounding
normal fault on the western margin of the Walker Lake basin (Fig. 4). We use these data to quantify and
describe channel steepness characteristics (ksn), profile shape, horizontal profile length, total change in
elevation (relief), and watershed area from the range‐crest to the range‐bounding fault. Prior to profile
analysis and interpretation, we eliminated channels that: 1) are tributaries of the main trunk channel of
the watershed; and 2) do not originate where the range crest is clearly‐defined (see below). We thus
focus on 24 longitudinal profiles (Figs. 4 and 5) to best characterize crest‐to‐fault morphology to detect
strike‐parallel changes in channel‐profile character.
We define the range crest in relation to the east‐dipping range‐front fault; the crest coincides
with the local drainage divide and is the highest elevation as measured along a fault‐perpendicular
cross‐sectional profile of the range. Where clearly defined, the crest elevations change only gradually
subparallel to fault strike, and the steepest slopes away from the range crest are perpendicular to fault
strike (to the east or west, in this case). We consider the range crest poorly defined where the along‐
strike elevation of the crest decreases significantly, so that the steepest slope is no longer toward the
fault or that the map‐view trace of the drainage divide no longer parallels the strike of the range‐front
fault and displays a more sinuous map‐view trace. We consider bedrock trunk channels that originate
at the range crest to best represent morphology of the normal fault footwall. The northernmost and
southernmost bedrock channel profiles shown in Figure 4 drain from the approximate northern and
southern terminations of the Wassuk range crest.
We also analyze the sinuosity of bedrock channels using the sinuosity index, which is quantified
by the ratio of the along‐channel distance to the shortest map‐view path length (e.g., Leopold et al.,
1964; Zamolyi et al., 2010). Because sinuosity is scale sensitive (e.g., Lancaster and Bras, 2002),
primarily dependent upon the spatial resolution of the analysis (constrained in this study by the 10 m
resolution of the DEM), we only consider our bedrock channel sinuosity values relative to each other
and not to values from other studies.
Bedrock channels in steady state (where erosion rate is equal to uplift) exhibit unperturbed,
concave‐up profiles, without breaks in slope or convex‐up sections (e.g., Wobus et al., 2006). Channel
profiles that display convex sections commonly indicate a channel undergoing a transient response,
where the perturbation, or knickpoint, migrates upstream over time (e.g., Hasbargen and Paola, 2000;
Crosby and Whipple, 2006; Castillo et al., 2013). These knickpoints may develop due to a range of
factors, including, but not limited to, base‐level change caused by tectonic factors, debris flows,
sediment input from hill slopes, variations in lithology, the presence of faults, or climate fluctuations
(e.g., Burbank and Anderson, 2012). Thus, we documented any prominent perturbations in a profile’s
concave‐up shape, including convex sections (e.g., Whittaker et al., 2008; Boulton et al., 2009), and
smaller perturbations, or knickpoints, where the simple concave‐up profile is interrupted by a break in
slope (e.g., Wobus et al., 2006; Kirby and Whipple, 2012). In our analysis of normalized channel
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steepness (ksn), we focus on ksn values for the reach closest to the fault for each channel, assuming that
these reaches best represent modern footwall uplift rates (e.g., Rossi et al., 2017). All bedrock channel
data are included in Table 1.
In addition to comparing along‐strike populations of bedrock channels for most geomorphic
indices, we also compare populations using a measure that takes into account both topographic relief
and channel length. Because profile length values (ranging from 4,250‐10,780 m, with an outlier at
23,890 m; Table 1) are so much larger than relief values (ranging from 661‐2,097 m; Table 1), analysis
that did not account for the difference in scale would be weighted heavily toward differences in long‐
profile channel length. Thus, we scale each measure (relief and channel length) so that values range
from 1.00 to 10.00. In the case of length, we use 10,780 m as our 10.0 value, so that length values are
not artificially compressed due to the outlier channel length (channel 19). We use these scaled x
(length) and y (relief) values to derive a single value that represents the distance of each channel from
the range crest to the outlet, taking both horizontal and vertical change into account. We calculate this
value (Z) using the equation (Eq. 3) shown below, which is the equivalent of the length of the
hypotenuse in a right triangle:
(3)
Once we determined strike‐parallel changes in geomorphic indices that we consider indicative of
different long‐term slip behaviors associated with fault segmentation, we tested the statistical
differences between data from adjacent footwall‐block domains using T‐test analyses of domain
population data. The T‐test permits evaluation of the mean value of a given measure for two footwall
block populations relative to the variability of each population. If the difference between the mean
values for each block is large relative to the variabilities for each population, the t‐value will exceed 95%
confidence, suggesting that the difference in means is statistically significant. If the calculated t value
falls below the 95% confidence value, the variability of the populations is too large to demonstrate a
statistically significant difference between populations. Exceedance values (from a statistical t‐value
table) are based on the number of degrees of freedom (n – 2, where n = total number of values in both
populations) and probability (P=0.05 or 95% confidence). The t‐value calculation (Eq. 2) for the
comparison of two populations, 1 and 2, is shown below:
(2)
Where 1 is the mean of population 1, var1 is the variance of population 1 (variance = square of
standard deviation), and n1 is the total number of values in population 1. The denominator of the
formula is also known as the standard error of difference of means. Raw T‐test result data are included
in Table S1, and confidence values based on those T‐values are included in Table 2.

DATA AND RESULTS
Range crest continuity and geomorphic analysis
Prior to other analyses, we defined the range crest along the Wassuk Range, subparallel to the
range‐bounding normal fault. We used the protocol described in Approach and Methods to define
traces of the range crest (thick gray dotted lines in Fig. 4). The range crest is not continuous or well‐
defined along the entire length of the Wassuk Range, with 5 map‐view discontinuities along strike (Fig.
4). These discontinuities include: a ~5 km right step between the range crest near Bald Mountain
relative to the range crest north of the Penrod Canyon fault (Figs. 2 and 4); a ~4 km left step between
the Mt. Grant range crest and the Bald Mountain range crest; a ~7 km right step between the range
crest at approximately 3830’ N and the Mt. Grant range crest; and a ~5 km left step between range
crests near the southernmost topographic expression of the Wassuk Range (Fig. 4). We only performed
detailed geomorphic analysis of the 24 bedrock channels that drain from these range crests (numbered
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bedrock channels in Fig. 4). However, as described below, we defined five more catchments along the
range in order to both delineate the drainage divide as well as to aid our footwall domain analysis
(lettered catchments A – E in Fig. 4).
Long‐profile bedrock channel relief, length, shape, and defining footwall domains
From bedrock channel 1 to bedrock channel 9 (Fig. 4), channel relief is fairly constant at
approximately 1000‐1200 m, but the channel length and map‐view distance between the range crest
and the range‐bounding fault decrease from north to south (Fig. 5; Table 1), resulting in an increase in
average slope from a minimum near 5.5 in the north to a maximum of nearly 15.0 in the south (Table
1). Bedrock channel 10 displays higher relief, at about 1500 m, and an increase in length, from the 4.8
km length of channel 9 to the 9.1 km length of channel 10 (Fig. 5; Table 1). Channels 10‐12 all display
similar shapes, relief, and lengths, suggesting a fundamental change in profile character between
channels 9 and 10, a change that coincides with the northernmost range‐crest discontinuity described
above (Fig. 4).
Further south (Fig. 4), bedrock channels 13‐15 all display lower relief (~1100 ‐1200 m) and
shorter lengths (6.8 – 8.0 km) than channels 10‐12 (8.0 – 9.1 m), but the general shape of channel
profiles 10‐15 is similar (Fig. 5; Table 1). The changes in relief and channel length between channels 12
and 13 coincide with a change in strike of the range‐bounding fault system near the northern extent of
Walker Lake (Figs. 2 and 4). We consider the changes in these measures to be sufficient to analyze
channels 10‐12 separately from channels 13‐15, but there is no associated discontinuity in the range
crest (Fig. 4).
In contrast, the abrupt changes in channel profile relief, length, and/or shape that occur
between channels 15 and 16, between channels 18 and 19, between channels 19 and 20, and between
channels 23 and 24 (Fig. 5; Table 1) coincide with range‐crest discontinuities (Fig. 4). Based on
differences in along‐strike channel profile character, we tentatively divide the Wassuk Range footwall
into domains that aid further analysis and discussion. In Figure 6, we display all 24 profiles, divided
according to 6 tentative footwall domains, titled, from north to south, Shurz, Bald Mountain, Mt. Grant,
Coryville, Luckyboy, and Anchorite Hills, where possible using the same titles suggested by previous
researchers (Krugh, 2008; Gorynski et al., 2013). We subdivide the Shurz and Bald Mountain domains
into North and South subdomains based on differences in long‐channel profiles (Fig. 6) and on
differences in geomorphic indices (Table 1) analyzed as part of this study.
Channel profiles to the south of the Mt. Grant domain (channels 19‐24) display fundamentally
different shapes than profile shapes to the north (Figs 4‐6). To the north, profiles display steeper
average slopes, with the steepest slopes located near the upper reaches of each profile, and a clear
concave‐up shape along most of each profile (Figs. 4‐6). In contrast, to the south of the Mt. Grant
domain, most profiles display a relatively steep initial slope near the upper‐reach of each profile that
abruptly shallows only a short horizontal distance (commonly 2 – 3 km) from the upper reach; these
profiles then display relatively constant, shallow slopes for most of the remainder of the profile (Fig. 4).
These bedrock channel profile groupings (Fig. 6) show both along‐strike changes in profile
character between domains and similarities in qualitative profile shape within each domain. In Figure 7,
we plot the most important geomorphic indices used in our study (Table 1), including several measures
discussed above, with footwall domains labeled and indicated by differences in shading.
Catchment area
Most channels that drain the Wassuk Range (flowing east from the range crest) display
catchments with areas less than 20 km2 along most of the range front, regardless of along‐strike location
(Figs. 4 and 7; Table 1). In the Shurz domain, channels display decreasing catchment area toward the
south, from over 9 km2 to less than 2 km2, with the largest difference between the catchment areas for
channels 5 and 6, where we subdivide the domain into North and South subdomains. These changes
mirror the decrease in channel length and increase in average slope (Fig. 7; Table 1) discussed above.
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Catchment areas from all domains to the south display average values higher than Shurz domain
channels, with channels in the Coryville, Luckyboy, and Anchorite Hills domains displaying higher
catchment areas than most channels in the Bald Mountain, and Mt. Grant domains (Figs. 4 and 7; Table
1). Within the Bald Mountain domain, channels 10‐12, with outlets along the NNW‐striking rangefront
(North subdomain), display catchment area values smaller than channels 13‐15, with outlets along the
N‐ to NNE‐striking rangefront (South subdomain) (Figs. 4 and 7; Table 1).
Interestingly, the catchment areas for channels that do not drain from a well‐defined range crest
(catchment areas A‐E in Fig. 4; shaded gray dots in Fig. 7; Table 1) commonly contrast with catchment
areas for adjacent channels to the north and south. In the case of A and B, these catchment area values
are significantly higher than channels to the north and south (Figs. 4 and 7; Table 1). Catchment area C is
also higher than those for channels north and south, but the contrast is not as significant, with the
Coryville domain channel catchment area value similar to that for C (Figs. 4 and 7; Table 1). Catchment
area D displays an area value transitional between channels in the Coryville and Luckyboy domains, and
the catchment area E value is significantly lower than channels to the north and south (Figs. 4 and 7;
Table 1).
Sinuosity
Bedrock channel sinuosity varies along the Wassuk Range, with values that in some cases can be
related to average slope (Fig. 7; Table 1). For example, in the Shurz domain, channel sinuosity values
generally decrease as average slope increases, especially evident in values from the South subdomain
(Fig. 7; Table 1). However, channels in the Bald Mountain and Mt. Grant domains display relatively
similar sinuosity values in spite of differences in average slope values for these channels (Fig. 7; Table 1).
The Coryville domain channel displays a high sinuosity value that corresponds with a low average slope,
but sinuosity values from the Luckyboy and Anchorite Hills domain channels cannot be similarly related
to average slope, with sinuosity values that slightly increase or decrease along strike in concert with
similar changes in slope (Fig. 7; Table 1).
Except for channels from the Shurz domain (general increase in slope and decrease in sinuosity
along strike) and Coryville domain (low slope and high sinuosity values), we observe no clear correlation
between sinuosity and average slope (Fig. 7), consistent with previous research investigating the same
two variables for modeled (e.g., Schumm and Khan, 1972) and real‐world (e.g., Miller, 1988; Prema et
al., 2018) channelized systems. Our observations reveal that in the footwall of an active normal fault,
bedrock channel sinuosity cannot be used to delineate along‐strike changes in fault‐related uplift rates.
However, Prema et al. (2018) show that although there is no correlation between slope and sinuosity
along a channel, the geological evolution of the terrain drained by a channel does impact that channel’s
sinuosity, with changes in sinuosity impacted by differences in tectonic forcing. Thus, abrupt changes in
sinuosity in adjacent along‐strike channels (e.g., Shurz S. vs. Bald Mountain N. channels; Bald Mountain
N. vs. Bald Mountain S. channels) might indicate that adjacent channels drain footwalls of fault
segments with different histories over long (~106‐107 yr) time scales.
Channel steepness
Bedrock channels show relatively consistent normalized steepness values within each domain,
with highest values near the fault trace (Fig. 4; Table 1). The highest ksn values in the range occur in the
Mt. Grant domain, with two channels displaying ksn values of at least 175 for much of their length (Fig.
4). To both the north and south of Mt. Grant, values remain relatively constant between 75 and 150,
with a decrease near the northern and southern terminations of the range (Fig. 4), consistent with the
idea that the greatest steepness values along a normal fault should occur near the midpoint of the fault
trace, with the lowest values near the termination of fault‐related slip (e.g., e.g., Cowie and Scholz,
1992; Dawers et al., 1993; Dawers and Anders, 1995; Peacock, 2002). Importantly, all values along the
Wassuk Range are consistent with ksn indices expected for bedrock channels in tectonically active
regions (e.g., Whipple, 2004).
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To best characterize channel steepness associated with most recent motion along the Wassuk
Range fault, we compare ksn values from the reach closest to bedrock channel outlets along the eastern
flank of the range (analyzed reaches shaded in Fig. 4). As with map‐view ksn values (Fig. 4), the outlet‐
reach steepness values for Mt. Grant domain channels, ranging from 190.5 (9.0) to 220.4 (3.6), are
much higher than values from any other channels in the Wassuk Range (Fig. 7; Table 1). To the north
and south of the Mt. Grant domain, channels from the Bald Mountain and Coryville domains display
outlet‐reach normalized steepness values between 100 and 150 (Fig. 7; Table 1). The contrast in ksn
values between the northernmost and southernmost Mt. Grant channels and the nearest along‐strike
channel in the Bald Mountain and Coryville domains, to the north and south, respectively, is
extraordinarily large, at approximately 100 (channels 15 vs. 16 and 18 vs. 19) (Table 1; Fig. 7).
To the north, the range in ksn values for Bald Mountain North and South subdomain channels are
similar. The lowest ksn value in each subdomain is located closest to the adjacent domain to the north
(Shurz) and to the south (Mt. Grant) (Fig. 7; Table 1), and the highest normalized steepness value in each
subdomain is adjacent to the boundary between North and South subdomains (Fig. 7; Table 1).
Channels from the Shurz domain, with the exception of channel 7, display monotonously decreasing ksn
values from south to north (Fig. 7; Table 1), with values that decrease to a minimum of 72.1 (2 3.0)
for the northernmost channel of the Shurz North subdomain (Fig. 7; Table 1).
To the south of Mt. Grant, the Coryville domain channel displays a value of 120.6 (2.1), and the
Luckyboy domain channels display lower but relatively constant values between about 82 and 94, with
low standard deviations (Table 1; Fig. 7). The Anchorite Hills domain channel displays the lowest ksn
value in the Wassuk Range, at 61.0 (3.0) (Fig. 7; Table 1). Normalized channel steepness values change
abruptly between all southern domains (Mt. Grant to Anchorite Hills) (Table 1; Fig. 7).
Channel concavity
Of the geomorphic measures analyzed in this study, outlet‐reach concavity () is least effective
in delineating footwall domains. With the exception of two outlier outlet‐reach concavity values
(channels 7 and 17 from the Shurz and Mt. Grant domains, respectively), all domains but Bald Mountain
North display similar values, with most channel concavity values within the 0.30 – 0.65 range (Table 1;
Fig. 7). This range is similar to values expected (~0.4‐0.6) in landscapes with well‐equilibrated channels
subjected to uniform rock uplift and active denudation (e.g., Kirby and Whipple, 2001; Tucker and
Whipple, 2002; Wobus et al., 2006; Boulton et al., 2014), so the lack of significant changes between
domains within the footwall of an active normal fault is not surprising. Although Bald Mountain North
values are higher relative to most other channels (0.73 (0.10) to 1.02 (0.41)), these values, too, fall
within the range of values outlined in the literature, within standard deviation. In the cases of outlier
channels 7 and 17, the outlet reaches analyzed are downstream of knickpoints, with outlet reaches that
differ, both qualitatively and quantitatively, from concavities of adjacent channels within each domain
(Fig. 5).
Channel knickpoints and convexities
Faults or lithologic variations are responsible for many of the knickpoints and convexities
identified on bedrock channel long profiles (Figs. 4 and 5). Minor (low‐displacement) faults associated
with the active range‐bounding fault system on the east flank of the range likely cause aligned
knickpoints from adjacent bedrock channels (Figs. 4 and 5). These include low‐elevation knickpoints
displayed on channels 5‐7, 9, and 13‐15 (Figs. 4 and 5). Alignments of knickpoints at higher elevations
suggest faults within the footwall, which are usually difficult to detect in plutonic rocks (Figs. 2, 4, 5)
without distinct strain markers. Because these knickpoints do not occur at the same elevations and do
not display predictable changes in elevation along fault strike, we eliminate the possibility that these are
migrating knickpoints that might indicate a transient response to a change in slip rate along the fault
zone (e.g., Crosby and Whipple, 2006; Burbank and Anderson, 2012; Castillo et al., 2013; Boulton et al.,
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2014). These alignments occur in channels 2‐4, 6 and 7, 10‐12, and 16‐18 (Fig. 5). We do not attribute
cause for the 8 remaining knickpoints shown on Figure 4 (white dots), but steep slopes present within
these drainages commonly lead to slope instability, so some of these knickpoints may be caused by
geologically recent, localized mass wasting events.
Statistical analysis of differences between domain populations
Although we cannot test the statistical significance of differences between the qualitative
shapes of bedrock channel populations, especially as displayed in Figure 6, we do test the statistical
differences between other geomorphic measures using T‐test analysis, as described in APPROACHES
AND METHODS. We focus on relief, channel length, straight‐line distance, Z value, average slope,
catchment area, sinuosity, and normalized steepness (Table 2). Our statistical analysis of the differences
between adjacent bedrock channel populations confirms our proposed division of footwall domains and
subdomains.
We consider our scaled relief‐length value (Z), which takes into account both relief and channel
length, to be the best indicator of morphologic differences between domain populations (Table 2). Our
comparison of Z‐values suggest that all adjacent along‐strike domain and subdomain populations are
statistically different at very high confidence (all adjacent populations >98% confidence). Likewise,
statistical comparison of domain population relief and channel length values provides strong evidence of
abrupt along‐strike changes (Table 2).
Although abrupt increases or decreases in along‐strike catchment areas can be used to aid
identification of potential fault segment boundaries (Fig. 7; Table 1), the catchment areas of channel
populations from adjacent domains do not consistently display statistical significant differences (Tables
2 and 3). Similarly, many differences between average slope and sinuosity values for populations of
adjacent domains (or subdomains) are not significantly different along the Wassuk fault system (Table
2). However, the average slope, catchment area, and sinuosity values for the Coryville channel are all
significantly different than domains to the north and south, and the Shurz North and South subdomain
populations are significantly different for all three measures (Table 2).
Normalized steepness (ksn) values from domains north of the Bald Mountain‐Mt. Grant domain
boundary do not display the abrupt changes in value that are displayed to the south of the boundary
(Fig. 7; Table 1). T‐test analysis supports this observation, with all adjacent along‐strike domain channel
populations significantly different (all confidence values >99%) south of the Bald Mountain South‐Mt.
Grant domain boundary (Table 2) and no statistically significant difference between adjacent domain
populations from that boundary to the northern terminus of the Wassuk Range (Table 2). However,
normalized outlet‐proximal steepness values for the Shurz North and South subdomain channel
populations are significantly different at high confidence (Table 2).
The impacts of lithology and climate on footwall morphology
In the Wassuk Range, lithology impacts long‐channel profile characteristics but the effects of
lithology are easily identified and do not significantly change our division of domain populations.
Changes in lithology cause profile knickpoints (channels 2, 3, 9, 13, 14, 18, 20, 21) (Figs. 4 and 5), but we
see no differences in geomorphic indices for domain populations that we can directly relate to lithology.
For example, although bedrock channel 1 follows a fault trace for part of its upper reach (Figs. 2 and 4)
and flows along a completely different lithology for most of its length (Mm) relative to other channels in
the Shurz domain (KJg) (Fig. 5), most geomorphic indices are consistent with the channel’s position
within its domain (Table 1; Fig. 7). However differences in lithology may increase intra‐population
variability.
In the case of climate, previous workers have demonstrated that differences in precipitation
rates may lead to significant discrepancies in normalized steepness values (ksn), even when other
tectonic variables are similar (e.g., Hijmans et al., 2005). This is true with latitudinal variations in climate
affecting range relief (e.g., Champagnac et al., 2012), and differences in precipitation rates lead to
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Bald Mtn. N ‐ Bald Mtn. S

Bald Mtn. S ‐ Mt. Grant

Mt. Grant ‐ Coryville

Coryville ‐ Luckyboy

Luckyboy ‐ Anch. Hills

Relief >90%
Channel Length >99%
Straight‐line distance >90%
Scaled relief‐length value (Z) >98%
Average Slope >99.8%
Catchment area >99.8%
Sinuosity >98%
Outlet Reach k sn value >98%

Shurz S ‐ Bald Mtn. N

% confidence of diff. pop.

Domains compared

Shurz N ‐ Shurz S

TABLE 2. CONFIDENCE VALUES BETWEEN POPULATIONS OF DOMAIN BEDROCK CHANNELS

>99.9%
>99%
>99.9%
>99.9%
>90%
>95%
>70%
>70%

>99.9%
>95%
<50%
>99.8%
>80%
>90%
>99.8%
<50%

>99.9%
>90%
>80%
>99.9%
>99%
>80%
>70%
>99.8%

>99.9%
>99.9%
>99.9%
>99.9%
>99%
>99.9%
>99%
>99%

>99.9%
>99.9%
>99.9%
>99.9%
>95%
>95%
>99.9%
>99.9%

>98%
>99.9%
>99.9%
>99.9%
<50%
>50%
>50%
>99.8%

The confidence values listed above are based on the t‐test values displayed in Table S1. Confidence values that are 95% or higher (bold‐faced,
italic) suggest statistically significant differences between sample populations.
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changes in channel slope (e.g, Bookhagen and Strecker, 2012; D’Arcy and Whittaker, 2014). Because the
Wassuk Range trends approximately NNE for much of its length (>100 km), latitudinal changes in
precipitation could impact channel slope, range relief, and other geomorphic indices.
Modern precipitation data from the Wassuk Range (Lopes and Medina, 2007) (Table 3) suggest
that precipitation in adjacent domains vary by range‐crest elevation and not by latitude. Assuming that
a similar magnitude of elevation‐based precipitation variation is consistent across a range of timescales
(101 – 107 yrs), this elevation‐precipitation rate correlation requires that domains with higher elevations
should have experienced greater erosional denudation relative to lower elevation domains (assuming
similar lithologies), consistent with the findings of D’Arcy and Whittaker (2014), who found a positive
coupling between uplift rate and precipitation rate in the production of elevation in tectonically active
areas. However, our goal is to analyze geomorphic differences between adjacent domains in order
delineate fault segments along the Wassuk range front. Therefore, although quantification of
differences in uplift rate between adjacent domains would be difficult to extract from geomorphic data
because of the complicating role of precipitation‐related erosion in producing elevation (e.g., D’Arcy and
Whittaker, 2014), we are confident that the differences in geomorphic indices described above permit
us to relate the normal fault footwall morphology to along‐strike fault segments and segment
boundaries.
FOOTWALL DOMAINS AND FAULT SEGMENTATION
Discontinuities in the Wassuk range crest, differences and similarities of geomorphic indices
between and within along‐strike domains, and abrupt changes in catchment areas of outlet channels
relate directly to the long‐term (106‐107 yr) behavior of fault segments and segment boundaries. We
hypothesize that mechanical coupling between segments varies along strike, with some adjacent
segments hard linked and others with weaker coupling. We propose a segment structure for the
Wassuk Range (Fig. 8), including both primary and secondary segments (e.g., Manighetti et al., 2015),
and we summarize geomorphic data for each domain and subdomain in Table 3. Importantly, abrupt
strike‐parallel changes along the Wassuk fault require structures, in the form of either faults or folds, at
high‐angles to the Wassuk fault to accommodate differential uplift and tilt between footwall blocks
(e.g., Faulds and Varga, 1998).
Fault segments and accommodation structures
The Schurz domain displays a well‐defined and continuous NNW‐trending range crest (Fig. 4)
with footwall relief and Z value that increase to the SSE (Table 1; Fig. 7) coincident with an increase in
average channel slope (Fig. 7). The range crest within the Schurz domain loses definition approximately
18 km SSE of its northernmost extent, and to the south, the range crest becomes well‐defined again
approximately 5 km to the south and west, in the Bald Mountain domain. In addition, the catchment
area of the channel that drains the region between domains displays a value nearly three times the
values of the southernmost Shurz channel and the northernmost Bald Mountain channel (Table 1; Fig.
8). This discontinuity and the large right step in the map‐view trace of the range crest (Fig. 4), the
sudden increase in catchment area, and the change in channel profile properties coincide with the
Penrod Canyon fault complex (PCF in Figs. 2 and 8), a Miocene‐age accommodation zone (Dilles, 1993).
Geomorphic indices from the Mt. Grant domain display evidence for the highest uplift rate along
the Wassuk fault, with a decrease in footwall uplift and hanging wall subsidence to the north and south,
consistent with displacements that decrease to zero at the tips of normal fault systems (e.g., Cowie and
Scholz, 1992; Dawers et al., 1993; Dawers and Anders, 1995; Peacock, 2002) However, breaks in range‐
crest continuity, large increases in outlet channel catchment area, and abrupt changes in domain
channel characteristics north and south of Mt. Grant suggest that mapped cross‐range faults (e.g., John,
1983; Gorynski et al., 2013) must accommodate differences in rates of footwall uplift (Figs. 2, 4, 7, and
8). A scoop‐shaped, east‐dipping normal fault bounds the west and north sides of the Mt. Grant
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Figure 8. A. Proposed primary (shaded) and secondary (”NORTH” AND “SOUTH”) fault segments of the east-dipping Wassuk
Range normal fault. Mapped faults A-C accommodate extension along the range front of the Coryville footwall domain. Large
white arrows indicate orienta on of modern dextral shear indicated by geode c data (orienta on from Hammond et al., 2009;
Bormann et al., 2016). Note proposed SSE-ward projec on (starred, gray fault) of mapped fault segment that bounds the North
sub-segment of the Shurz domain. The authors propose that the present-day fault segments that bound the east flank of the
range (marked with white triangles) now accommodate strain originally taken up by the “starred” fault. See text for discussion.
B. Strike-parallel range-crest and fault-trace eleva on profiles from the Wassuk Range. Gray shaded boxes indicate loca ons
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domain; the location of this fault coincides with the highest channel catchment area in the Wassuk
Range (channel B; Table 1; Figs. 2, 4, 7, and 8), much higher than the catchment area for domain
channels to the north (Bald Mountain domain) and south (Mt. Grant domain). A scissor‐sinistral‐slip
fault bounds the south side of the Mt. Grant domain and coincides with channel C, which displays the
second‐highest catchment area along the Wassuk Range (Table 1; Figs. 2, 4, 7, and 8). The Mt. Grant
range crest is isolated from range crests to the north (Bald Mountain domain) and south (Coryville
domain), with large step‐overs relative to range crests to the north (left step‐over) and south (right step‐
over) (Fig. 4).
Further south, abrupt changes in geomorphic indices and range‐crest discontinuities coincide
with the locations of other accommodation structures (Figs. 2, 4, and 8). Although there is no stepover
in the map‐view trend of the range crest between the Coryville and Luckyboy domains, the range crest
loses definition between them (Fig. 4). The location of channel D, which drains from this poorly‐defined
range crest, coincides with a mapped scissor‐sinistral‐slip fault mapped by Gorynski et al. (2013) (Figs. 2,
4, and 8). The map‐view relationship between the Luckyboy and the Anchorite Hills domains suggests
that the change in dominant range‐front fault strike, from NW to NE, might play a role in the differences
between footwall morphologies, and the mapped NE‐striking‐scissor sinistral fault (Gorynski et al., 2013)
provides a structure to accommodate differences in slip and block rotation between those domains (Fig.
8).
We suggest that the loss of range‐crest continuity and, in several cases, the abrupt changes in
channel catchment areas, are related to a combination of: 1) fault damage zones proximal to cross‐
range faults that promote localized high erosion rates and denudation; and 2) lower rates of slip and
related footwall uplift approaching segment boundaries, which is predicted along segmented normal
fault zones (Fig. 3). Importantly, with the exception of the BBSF, which is not well defined as it cuts
across the Wassuk Range and does not separate Bald Mountain subdomains (Fig. 2), we consider the
intersections between cross‐range faults and the east‐dipping Wassuk fault to be the approximate
locations of boundaries between fault segments that have accommodated different total displacements
and average slip rates over time.
Fault segment boundary geometries and earthquake rupture propagation
The length of our proposed 6 primary fault segments range from approximately 10 km for the
Coryville segment to more than 15 km for both the Bald Mountain and Shurz segments (Fig. 8). These
proposed lengths and the number of segments along the Wassuk Range are consistent with many active
normal faults worldwide (e.g., Manighetti et al., 2009; 2015 and references therein). From the Luckyboy
segment to the northern termination of the Wassuk Range, NNW‐striking segments display a right‐
stepping, en echelon geometry, with 1‐3 km offsets between most segments, while the Anchorite Hills
and southern Luckyboy segments strike NE (Fig. 8). We use Wong et al.’s (2016) normal fault segment
interaction models (Fig. 3) to propose how each segment boundary and mapped fault geometry would
affect the lateral propagation of rupture and associated slip during earthquakes.
Anchorite Hills ‐ Luckyboy segment boundary
The Anchorite and Luckyboy segments adjacent to the boundary display a relatively continuous
NE‐striking fault trace along the range front, with a small (~1 km) right step at the segment boundary
(Figs. 2 and 8), coincident with the scissor‐sinistral‐slip fault mapped by Gorynski et al. (2013). This is
the only boundary along the Wassuk normal fault with adjacent NE‐striking segments (Fig. 8). Although
geomorphic indices of the footwall suggest greater slip along the Luckyboy segment (Fig. 7; Table 3), the
changes in slope along bedrock channels associated with the two segments are remarkably similar to
each other and different from all channels associated with segments to the north (Figs. 5 and 6).
Results indicate that the Anchorite Hills segment is the least active segment of the Wassuk
normal fault, so would be unlikely to independently generate large earthquakes. Thus, the boundary
would more likely interact with southward‐propagating ruptures. The presence of the scissor‐sinistral
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fault at the boundary might absorb some energy, but the relatively minor right step in the fault would
be unlikely to be a significant barrier to rupture during a major (several‐meter displacement) normal
fault‐generated earthquake (e.g., Wesnousky, 2006; 2008). Based on these observations, we propose a
master‐subsegment relationship (Fig. 3C), with rupture along the Anchorite Hills segment dependent on
southward propagation of rupture from the Luckyboy segment. Rupture propagation during a small to
moderate earthquake north of the segment would likely stop at the boundary, or at least display only
minor overlap (Fig. 3B), while in a major earthquake, rupture would propagate through the segment
boundary, with a decrease in slip adjacent to the boundary.
Luckyboy‐Coryville segment boundary
The Coryville segment, best defined by fault segment “B” along the rangefront (Fig. 8A), also
displays two previously‐mapped (Gorynski et al., 2013) fault segments, with fault “A” likely connected to
the Luckyboy segment to the south and fault “C” connected to the Mt. Grant segment to the north (Fig.
8A). The boundary between Luckyboy and Coryville segments displays a small (1‐2 km) right step that
also coincides with the intersection of the scissor‐sinistral fault with the rangefront fault system. As
stated above, the right step between segments is not of sufficient magnitude to be a barrier to rupture
during a major earthquake (e.g., Wesnousky, 2006; 2008), but it likely does result in energy lost at the
segment boundary. Based on the fault geometry at the Luckyboy‐Coryville segment boundary, lateral
earthquake rupture propagation along the rangefront would display different strengths of mechanical
linkage that depend on propagation direction.
A northward‐propagating rupture from the Luckyboy segment would lose significant energy due
to slip propagating along segment “A,” which is optimally‐oriented (subparallel strike) to take up
significant energy and slip associated with rupture propagation. A rupture propagating from the north
along the Coryville segment (“B” in Fig. 8A) would likely propagate across the boundary more easily than
from the south, with less energy lost as some fraction of total slip. In moderate earthquakes, a north‐
propagating rupture would likely display characteristics of overlap/triggered slip (Fig. 3B), with slip
propagating past the boundary but at lower displacements, setting up an altered stress field that might
trigger later slip on the Coryville segment. In contrast, we would expect characteristics of a multi‐
segment system (Fig. 3D) for a south‐propagating rupture, with a reduction in slip adjacent to the
boundary without significant rupture impedance.
We also suggest that in major earthquakes, the fault‐parallel slip profile would display features
of a hard‐linked, multi‐segment system (Fig. 3D) with rupture that propagates across the segment
boundary, with perhaps a greater reduction in total slip at the boundary for a northward propagating
rupture. Importantly, and with the possible exception of a triggered, small‐ to moderate‐magnitude
event (described above), we consider the Coryville segment too short (e.g., Wong et al., 2016) to
independently generate major earthquakes.
Coryville‐Mt. Grant segment boundary
The Coryville‐Mt.Grant segment boundary displays a right step (~2 km offset) between
segments that coincides with the intersection of the cross‐range scissor‐sinistral fault (Fig. 8A). Both
segments are relatively linear in map view, but, similar to the Luckyboy‐Coryville boundary to the south,
fault geometry at the segment boundary suggests different rupture behaviors depending on
propagation direction. A rupture propagating toward the south from the Mt. Grant segment would lose
significant energy to the propagation of slip along segment “C,” which dies out to the south, outboard
(east) of the Coryville segment (Fig. 8A). In contrast, a rupture propagating toward the north from the
Coryville segment would likely display a decrease in slip adjacent the boundary, but the right step at the
boundary is not sufficient to be a significant barrier to the propagation of slip during a major earthquake
(e.g., Wesnousky, 2006; 2008). Based on these observations, the boundary would likely behave as a
multi‐segment boundary for northward‐propagating rupture (Fig. 3D) and as an overlap/triggered slip
boundary for southward‐propagating rupture (Fig. 3B).
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Mt. Grant‐Bald Mountain segment boundary
In map view, the Mt. Grant‐Bald Mountain segment boundary displays a relatively continuous
trace along the range front, without any significant en echelon step. However, the boundary location
coincides with the map‐view trace of the scoop‐shaped normal fault mapped by Gorynski et al. (2013)
(Figs. 2 and 8A), suggesting that slip propagating from either direction would lose energy at the fault
intersection, resulting in a reduction in slip adjacent to the boundary. This geometry indicates similar
multi‐segment behavior (Fig. 3D) for slip propagating from north or south, with some impedance at the
boundary.
Bald Mountain‐Shurz segment boundary
The geometric relationship between the Bald Mountain and Shurz segments suggests the
boundary would significantly impede or even arrest rupture propagation during an earthquake. The
segment boundary coincides with two ~1 km en echelon steps in the range bounding system, right‐ and
left‐stepping, on either end of a short (<5 km) segment outboard (east) of both the Bald Mountain and
Shurz segments (Figs. 2 and 8A). This short segment is adjacent to the cross‐range Penrod Canyon fault
complex (PCF in Fig. 8A), a zone highly deformed by earlier normal faults and a strike‐slip fault that cuts
across the Wassuk Range (Figs. 2 and 8A). The Bald Mountain segment terminates at the PCF, which
displays a strike similar to the Bald Mountain segment.
This geometry, with the PCF more favorably oriented than the Shurz segment to the north,
suggests that a northward‐propagating earthquake would lose significant energy at the northern
segment boundary, with the highly‐faulted PCF (Fig. 8A) absorbing a portion of that energy and perhaps
even arresting rupture, consistent with field‐based scarp analysis of past ruptures by Demsey (1987).
Because analysis presented in this paper suggests that the Shurz displays displacement‐related uplift
that rapidly decreases to the north, with topographic expression of the range ending just north of
bedrock channel 1, the Shurz segment would be unlikely to independently generate significant
earthquakes. Thus, we would expect the Bald Mountain‐Shurz segment boundary to exhibit behaviors
consistent with a master‐subsegment relationship (Fig. 3C), with slip propagating north of the boundary
only in large magnitude events.
Secondary segment boundaries
Within the primary Bald Mountain segment, the secondary North segment, east of Bald
Mountain, strikes to the NNW and has a different footwall morphology and smaller channel catchment
areas relative to the South secondary segment (Table 3), which displays a more sinuous map‐view trace
(Fig. 8A). Although mapped as a continuous fault along the entire South segment, fault orientation
changes along strike, with right steps between NNW‐striking segments. Right steps are located where
the Buck Brush Springs fault (BBSF) intersects the range‐bounding fault and between the outlets of
bedrock channels 13 and 14 (Figs. 4 and 8). Although there are fundamental differences between the
footwall morphology of North and South secondary segments, controlled by differences in fault related
uplift along strike, the boundary between the segments cannot be well‐defined along the range front.
Thus, boundary geometry would not impact earthquake slip propagation, with differences in along‐
strike dip‐slip displacement (North vs. South) potentially affected by different fault zone properties
and/or the difference in fault orientation. Therefore, we do not classify the secondary‐segment
boundary using the model of Wong et al. (2016) (Fig. 3). However, a northward‐propagating rupture
might lose some energy along the BBSF, which is subparallel to the NNW‐strike of the southernmost
section of the Bald Mountain South segment (Figs. 2 and 8A).
The secondary segments of the Shurz segment are more intriguing; although geomorphic
properties appear to change at a relatively constant rate along strike (e.g., Figs. 4 ‐ 7), a significant
change occurs between bedrock channels 5 and 6 (Tables 1‐3; Figs. 4 and 5), which coincides with a 1‐2
km right step between mapped secondary segments (Figs. 2 and 8). Although not a large enough right
step to arrest rupture propagation during a major earthquake (e.g., Wesnousky, 2006; 2008), we
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hypothesize that even in a major earthquake with a source far to the south, by the time slip propagates
along the Shurz segment (white triangles in Fig. 8A), slip‐related energy may not be sufficient to
propagate through the secondary segment boundary. Thus, the boundary would likely behave as either
a multi‐segment boundary or as an overlap/triggered slip boundary, depending on the magnitude and
location of the earthquake.
In order to explain the relatively significant change in footwall morphology from north to south,
we suggest that the Shurz segment may once have been continuous along strike of the northern
segment, with a projected position similar to the starred fault trace displayed in Figure 8A. Because pre‐
4 Ma dextral strike‐slip displacement took place along the PCF (McIntyre, 1990; Dilles, 1993), when
significant rates of extension began at ~4 Ma, the location of the range‐front segments may have been
controlled by that earlier dextral offset. If correct, the projection of the North segment would result in a
right step of ~5 km relative to the Bald Mountain segment, and if northward propagating earthquake
rupture dominated the segment boundary (as we propose here), we would expect NNW‐directed
propagation of a fault tip from near the present‐day Bald Mountain‐Shurz segment boundary to its
present position bounding the southern flank of the range (segment marked by white arrows in Fig. 8A),
resulting in a shorter right step and more efficient geometry for rupture propagation. This would
necessarily shorten the distance between the range crest and the active fault, resulting in fundamentally
different channel properties from south to north and causing the fault segment projected from the
north segment (starred in Fig. 8A) to become inactive over a large number of earthquake cycles.
Summary
Our geomorphic analysis, when combined with mapped fault geometries and proposed segment
boundary mechanical interactions, supports a model where the Mt. Grant segment has the highest
probability of being the rupture source for a normal‐fault generated earthquake, with probabilities that
decrease with distances north and south of that segment. We also propose that the Wassuk Range fault
system has matured to the point that no fault segment behaves completely independently (Fig. 3A),
with segments potentially branching from a deeper master fault system, similar to the architecture
suggested by the 1915 Pleasant Valley earthquake rupture pattern (e.g., Wallace, 1984; dePolo et al.,
1991; Ferrill et al., 1999). The Mt. Grant and Bald Mountain segments should rupture (~35 km total)
during any major (>Ms 7) earthquake that nucleates along either segment, with greater rupture length
possible, dependent on location and magnitude, consistent with Demsey’s (1987) analysis of fault scarps
along the Wassuk Range. The relatively long (~18 km) Luckyboy segment may also be capable of
generating a major earthquake, with rupture that would likely propagate southward into the Anchorite
Hills segment and northward through the Coryville segment and into at least the Mt. Grant segment.
The geometries of segment boundaries on both ends of Coryville segment should impede or
even arrest earthquake rupture from the north or the south, a hypothesis supported by the
fundamentally different footwall morphologies in the Luckyboy and Anchorite Hills blocks (Fig. 6)
relative to all blocks to the north. In addition, the presence of the PCF at the Bald Mountain‐Shurz
segment boundary (Figs. 2 and 8) presents a geometry that would likely arrest northward propagation of
slip, as suggested by the lack of young fault scarps north of PCF (Demsey, 1987). The Anchorite Hills and
Shurz segments should not be capable of generating large earthquakes, with most of these segments’
long‐term cumulative displacement attributed to slip propagating from earthquakes north or south,
respectively, making them dependent on adjacent segments. The Coryville, Anchorite Hills, and Shurz
segments should not be capable of being rupture sources for major earthquakes.
The Wassuk fault zone and basin gravity data
Although displacement fields from the footwall and the hanging wall of a normal fault are rarely
symmetrical or equal in magnitude to each other (e.g., Savage and Hastie, 1966; Masiha and Smylie,
1971; Gibson et al., 1989), Wu and Bruhn (1994) used geologic data from the footwall and gravity data
from the hanging‐wall basin of the South Oquirrh Mountains fault zone (Utah) to demonstrate that
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cumulative fault displacement patterns indicated by geologic data correspond to patterns in measured
gravity signatures. We document a similar pattern for the Wassuk Range fault zone, where gravity data
support our proposed segmentation from the Mt. Grant segment to the northern termination of the
range and may imply a fundamental change in sedimentation and/or fault dynamics south of the
Coryville segment.
Bouguer gravity anomaly values (Saltus, 1988) from the hanging wall basin (approximately 3 km
east of the fault), from the northernmost extent of the range to the Mt. Grant segment, reveal that the
lowest gravity values, associated with the greatest thicknesses of sediments in the hanging wall (e.g.,
Blakely, 1995), occur adjacent to the highest range‐crest elevations (Fig. 8). Gravity values decrease
from (‐) 180 mgals to below (‐) 200 mgals from the northernmost extent of the defined Wassuk range
crest to the southernmost extent of the Shurz segment range crest (Fig. 8C). Gravity values remain low
adjacent to the PCF and the Bald Mountain North secondary segment but increase above (‐) 195 mgal
adjacent to the Bald Mountain South secondary segment, which displays lower range relief adjacent to
either the Bald Mountain North secondary segment or the Mt. Grant segment to the south (Figs. 8B and
8C).
However, this relief‐gravity relationship is not well‐defined south of the Mt. Grant segment,
where basin gravity values decrease rapidly from approximately (‐) 210 mgals to below (‐) 225 mgals
nearly coincident with the change in strike along the Luckyboy segment (from NNW‐ to NE‐striking) (Fig.
8). Interestingly, from the northernmost tip of the Luckyboy segment to the southernmost extent of the
Wassuk Range to the southwest, outlet elevations increase to values far above any other outlet
elevations along the fault system (Figs. 7 and 8). We propose that some combination of a change in
sedimentation pattern and the shift from normal dominated to oblique normal‐sinistral kinematics
might cause the change in gravity values parallel to the fault zone. Because the elevation of the range
crest does not change significantly in spite of decreasing relief (Fig. 8B), it is possible that a thicker
package of sediments is present outboard of the rangefront resulting in lower gravity values. This is
consistent with basin formation in a transtensional environment associated with the Mina Deflection to
the south (e.g., Oldow et al., 2001; 2008), which is approximately bound by the Anchorite Hills segment
of the Wassuk fault on the north (Fig. 1).

IMPLICATIONS
An improved geomorphic analysis protocol
Although recent studies worldwide have investigated strike‐parallel variation in footwall
morphology using well‐developed geomorphic tools (e.g. Papanikolaou et al., 2013; Rossi et al., 2017; He
et al., 2018), previous researchers did not explicitly define or analyze the mechanically‐significant
segments and segment boundaries that could impact earthquake rupture along those fault zones. In
this study, we integrate strike‐parallel loss of range‐crest continuity, abrupt changes in channel
catchment areas, and differences in footwall geomorphic character to identify persistent segment
boundaries that are crucial to understand earthquake rupture dynamics (e.g., Wong et al., 2016). We
have combined our results with previous investigations of the Wassuk fault (Demsey, 1987; McIntyre,
1990; Dilles, 1993; Stockli et al., 2002; Krugh, 2008; Surpless, 2010; 2011; Gorynski et al., 2013; Surpless
and Kroeger, 2014) to provide a detailed analysis of how propagating earthquake ruptures might
interact with the geometries of segment boundaries.
Had this been a poorly‐studied fault zone, results from our analysis protocol would permit a
targeted investigation of both the segmented fault system and the normal fault footwall. In addition to
identifying the locations of fault segment boundaries and potential cross‐range accommodation
structures (e.g., the cross‐range faults that dissect the Wassuk fault footwall), investigators could
evaluate the potential roles of lithology and unmapped faults within the footwall. These results would
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also guide geologic mapping and sampling for geochronologic, thermochronologic, or cosmogenic
nuclide studies of uplift, structural tilting, and erosion, providing quantitative data to integrate with
initial analysis. Further, because of the paucity of paleoseismic research along the Wassuk normal fault,
our results can be used by future researchers to design studies that target key segment boundaries for
investigation, eventually revealing greater detail about how each of these boundaries controls normal
fault rupture during major earthquakes.

Major earthquakes on segmented normal faults
Our fault segmentation and segment boundary model for the Wassuk Range is consistent with
previous studies of historical worldwide surface faulting, with lateral rupture lengths for normal and
oblique‐normal events most commonly 15 to 40 km (Wells and Coppersmith, 1994; Wells, 2013) and the
longest historical surface rupture 95‐101 km long for the 1887 earthquake in Sonora, Mexico (Suter,
2008; 2015; Wong et al., 2016). Previous workers have demonstrated the importance of fault
segmentation in controlling normal fault earthquake surface rupture for a number of faults in the
western U.S., including the 1915 Pleasant Valley, Nevada, earthquake (Wallace, 1984), the 1983 Borah
Peak, Idaho, earthquake (Crone et al., 1987), late Quaternary ruptures along the range fronts of the
Lemhi, Beaverhead, and Tendoy ranges (Crone and Haller, 1991), and interpreted rupture segments for
past earthquakes along the Wasatch fault zone in Utah (Wong et al., 2016).
These studies support our interpretation of segment boundaries along the Wassuk Range, with
rupture along the entire fault zone unlikely due to geometric barriers to propagation (e.g., PCF or
Coryville fault geometries). We also posit that the segmentation and segment boundaries presented
here support previous investigations of faults worldwide, which display similar amounts of relative
displacement at the same along‐strike segments on a given fault (e.g., Klinger et al., 2011; Hecker et al.,
2013 and references therein; Wong et al., 2016). Our results also imply a relative consistency of lateral
rupture extent and similarity of segment boundary behavior over many earthquake cycles (e.g., Aki,
1979; 1984; Elliott et al., 2015; Wong et al., 2016).

The central Walker Lane geologic‐geodetic data discrepancy
We have treated the Wassuk Range fault system normal fault dominated by dip‐slip
displacement over time, consistent with geologic studies across the Walker Lane at this latitude (e.g.,
Ramelli et al., 1999; Surpless et al., 2002; Schweickert et al., 2004; Kent et al., 2005; Surpless, 2008;
Cashman et al., 2009; Surpless and Kroeger, 2014). However, recent geodetic data and related block
modeling studies across the region (e.g., Hammond et al., 2011; Bormann et al., 2016) reveal a modern
strain field consistent with nearly pure dextral shear (~8 mm/yr) across this same region, trending
approximately N45W, with no significant E‐W‐oriented extensional strain component (see Fig. 8A for
geodetically‐defined shear). Although the preferred Bormann et al. (2016) block model, constrained by
geodetic data and mapped normal faults, requires ~2 mm/yr dextral slip be accommodated by the
Wassuk Range fault zone (Fig. 1), the model permits normal slip along the Wassuk fault zone, consistent
with paleoseismic studies and fault scarp analysis of Holocene displacements (e.g., Demsey, 1987;
Bormann et al., 2012; Surpless and Kroeger, 2014).
The Wassuk fault zone is predominantly a right‐stepping, NNW‐striking, en echelon fault with
NNE‐ or NE‐striking stepovers (Figs. 2 and 8), which suggests that accommodation of geodetically‐
determined NW‐oriented dextral shear should result in different types of slip that depend on fault plane
orientation. Although the northern section of the Luckyboy segment and the Shurz segment are
subparallel to dextral shear indicated by geodetic data (<10 difference) (Fig. 8A), the mapped traces of
the Coryville, Mt. Grant, and NNW‐striking sections of the Bald Mountain segment are at angles of 10‐
15 to modern shear strain (Fig. 8A). This would suggest dextral slip with a small (<0.3 mm/yr) dip‐slip
component along the Coryville, Mt. Grant, and portions of the Bald Mountain segments, and nearly pure
dextral slip along the Luckyboy and Shurz segments. In contrast, the significant right steps within the
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Bald Mountain segment strike approximately N40E, nearly perpendicular to the indicated shear,
suggesting nearly pure normal dip‐slip displacement along those short sections of the fault. Near the
southern terminus of the range, the Anchorite Hills segment also displays a NE strike (Fig. 8A), indicating
nearly pure dip‐slip normal displacement would be expected along that segment in the modern strain
field. However, because the Anchorite Hills segment is on the northern margin of the complexly
deforming Mina Deflection (Fig. 1), so we have less confidence in predicting slip behavior along that
segment.
Although we can predict the expected modes of slip during future earthquakes along the
segmented Wassuk fault zone based on recent geodetic data, we find no evidence of a fundamental
change in strain accommodation along the fault zone. The topographic expression of faulting in the
footwall of the Wassuk Range displays steepness values consistent with a tectonically‐active normal
fault, regardless of segment, and our analysis of channels draining the footwall at different segment
orientations display no differences that we can attribute to fundamentally different modes of slip over
the geologically‐recent past. Additionally, there are no patterns in long‐profile data that suggest
disequilibrium associated with sudden changes in fault slip. Finally, recent paleoseismic studies along
the range front fault system, at the Rose Creek and Penrod Canyon alluvial fans (Fig. 2), suggest normal
fault slip rates on the order of 1 mm/yr from the Late Pleistocene to the Holocene (Bormann et al.,
2012; Surpless and Kroeger, 2014), far above rates of normal slip predicted by geodetic data and block
modeling (e.g., Hammond et al., 2009; Bormann et al., 2016).
We are unaware of a tectonic explanation for a sudden, very recent change in strain across the
Walker Lane at this latitude, so we instead propose that strain partitioning must play a role in the
accommodation of recent and modern plate‐boundary‐related shear strain proximal to the Wassuk
Range, consistent with the findings of Dong et al. (2014). Dong et al. (2014) documented a dextral
strike‐slip fault outboard of the Shurz segment, slipping at an estimated 1 mm/yr (Fig. 2), and Dilles
(1993) indicated that a splay of the range front fault system, near the northern terminus of the range
(Fig. 1), had accommodated 1.3 – 2.8 km of dextral slip since the Miocene. The trend of this fault is
strike‐parallel with projected dextral faults of the WLDF (Fig. 1). Because slip indicators along the Bald
Mountain fault segment suggest oblique motion (Surpless, 2011), with recent slip oriented
approximately N60W on a NNW‐striking fault (Fig. 2), a portion of the dextral strain is accommodated
by the range front system, but not nearly enough to account for the 2 mm/yr required by geodetic data.
Thus, we suggest that more than 1 mm/yr of shear must be accommodated by dextral faults, as
yet unmapped outboard of the Wassuk normal fault, and we propose that any future seismic hazard
assessment of the Wassuk fault should continue to treat it as a normal fault without a significant dextral
component. Although we hypothesize that significant dextral slip must be accommodated outboard of
the Wassuk fault zone, we recognize the challenge of detecting strike‐slip faulting within or beneath
basin sediments (e.g., Dong et al., 2014), so these structures may remain undetected.
The future of the Walker Lane
The orientation of geodetically‐determined shear is consistent with the proposed long‐term
clockwise rotation of extensional strain axes from the Pliocene to the present (e.g., Surpless, 2011),
perhaps indicating a long‐term shift from the dominance of Basin and Range extension to dextral
deformation associated with the North American‐Pacific plate boundary. In a dextral, non‐coaxial strain
field, extension can take place and would be expected to be oriented similar to that documented along
the Bald Mountain segment. However, the dominance of a dextral strain field over long time scales
would be more efficiently accommodated by dextral strike –slip faults instead of accommodated by
more complex vertical‐axis block rotations, pre‐existing normal faults, and strain partitioning. The
segmentation of the Wassuk fault zone, with several segments and two cross‐range faults (the BBSF and
PCF; Figs. 2 and 8A) optimally oriented to accommodate plate‐boundary parallel strain, might provide
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pathways for the future propagation of dextral deformation toward the northwest, utilizing these
segments and accommodation structures and effectively permitting the westward migration of dextral
deformation.
This westward migration would be consistent with the evolution of the White Mountain fault at
the north end of the East California Shear Zone (Fig. 1), where Stockli et al. (2003) showed a westward
migration of dextral slip at ca. 3 Ma from the east side of the range to the west side of the range, which
had previously only accommodated normal dip‐slip displacement. If future westward migration of
dextral deformation similarly affects the central Walker Lane over time, possibly using pre‐existing
normal faults and accommodation zones, a more continuous Walker Lane, without large right‐ and left‐
stepovers of dextral deformation between the southern, central, and northern Walker Lane (Fig. 1),
would permit a more efficient accommodation of plate‐parallel strain. In the future, the dextral faults
in the ECSZ (Fig. 1), new dextral faults in the central Walker Lane, and dextral faults of the northern
Walker Lane (the Pyramid Lake fault, the Warm Springs fault, and the Mohawk fault) might link,
permitting the development of a major, through‐going strike‐slip fault that might take up a greater
percentage of total plate‐boundary slip. This would be consistent with the work of Faulds et al. (2005),
who suggest that the overall structure from south to north, the northward decrease in cumulative
dextral displacement, and the northward decrease in the timing of strike‐slip initiation portend a more
efficient future Walker Lane.

CONCLUSIONS
Our findings, suggesting that Wassuk Range geomorphic evolution has been controlled by six
primary fault segments, are broadly consistent with previous geologic studies of the range front fault
system (Demsey, 1987; Krugh, 2008; Gorynski et al., 2013; Surpless and Kroeger, 2014). However, our
geomorphologic analysis protocol, which expands on the methods of previous researchers worldwide
(e.g., Whipple, 2004; Papanikolaou et al., 2013; Boulton and Whittaker, 2014; Rossi et al., 2017; He et
al., 2018), allows us to not only identify mechanically‐significant segments but also to estimate the
strengths of the links between them. By constraining the long‐term spatial and temporal variation in the
accommodation of strain by segments along the Wassuk fault, we provide first‐order hazard analysis,
because these segments and their links fundamentally control rupture propagation during major
earthquakes. These results also permit future researchers to target localities for detailed paleoseismic
investigations of the Wassuk fault zone.
We also propose that strain partitioning plays a role in the accommodation of recent and
modern plate‐boundary‐related shear strain, with Basin and Range‐related normal faulting
accommodated by the Wassuk fault and dextral strain likely accommodated by dextral strike‐slip faults
outboard (east) of the segmented fault. In addition, we suggest that continued dextral strain will
eventually result in dextral faulting that migrates westward, dissecting the Wassuk Range along existing
accommodation structures and more efficiently accommodating plate‐boundary shear.
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Bald Mtn. N ‐ Bald Mtn. S

Bald Mtn. S ‐ Mt. Grant

Mt. Grant ‐ Coryville

Coryville ‐ Luckyboy

Luckyboy ‐ Anch. Hills

d.f. (n ‐ 2)
95% conf. exceedance value
Relief
Channel Length
Straight‐line distance
Scaled relief‐length value (Z)
Average Slope
Catchment area
Sinuosity
Outlet Reach k sn value

Shurz S ‐ Bald Mtn. N

Calculated t values

Domains compared

Shurz N ‐ Shurz S

TABLE S1. T‐TEST RESULTS FOR COMPARISON OF FOOTWALL DOMAIN DATA

7
2.365
1.959
4.012
2.191
3.133
5.047
5.400
3.359
3.099

5
2.571
13.39
5.502
7.193
8.024
2.503
3.283
1.458
0.159

4
2.776
8.763
2.973
0.133
8.493
1.733
2.302
7.539
0.088

4
2.776
21.89
2.638
2.083
14.77
5.693
2.001
1.479
7.677

2
4.303
34.93
41.49
42.61
55.57
16.84
23.53
10.30
11.11

3
3.182
9.74
66.58
30.83
60.89
3.699
3.714
13.72
15.47

3
3.182
4.26
14.56
15.43
14.23
0.0533
0.973
0.841
12.82

All T‐test analyses are based on the values listed in Table 1. Calculations do not integrate 2 values. In the table above, n = total number of
bedrock channels from both domains. Exceedance values (from a statistical t‐table) are based on the number of degrees of freedom (d.f.)
and probability (P= 0.05 or 95% confidence). A t‐value (absolute value) that is greater than the 95% confidence exceedance value indicates a
statistical difference between populations (shown inbold italics in above table). A t‐value that is below the exceedance value indicates
sample populations that are not statistically different. See Approaches and Methods for discussion of the calculation of t values.
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